ASIACRYPT 2006

Place: Shanghai, China
Date: December 3-7, 2006
Conference venue: Shanghai Science Hall, at the center of the city
Submission deadline: May 30, 2006
Decision notification: August 1, 2006.
General chair: Dingyi Pei, (Chinese Academy of Science), dypei@is.ac.cn
program chair: Xuejia Lai (Shanghai Jiaotong Uni.), laix@sjtu.edu.cn

• SHANGHAI: in the middle of the east coast of China, on the Southern shore of the Yangtze River estuary.

• 2 international airports:
  Hongqiao Airport (distance to city: 12km)
  PuDong Airport (distance to city: 40km)

• subtropical zone, winter temperature in December is above 0 C.
Shanghai
Conference Hall
Hotels

Si Nan Story, Shanghai Science Hall (3 stars, $45) in the same compound with the conference hall.

Jinjiang Tower Hotel (5 stars, $140), 700m from conference venue.

Many other hotels nearby
Hotel Jinjiang Tower

Hotel Jinjiang Tower
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